Reading list for SANS002, Social Science and Human Nature and Society –Conceptual and Philosophical Issues, 15 credits, third cycle

The reading list was approved by the Research Studies Council 25 May 2016.

**Required reading**


http://www.cep.ucsb.edu/papers/bussconceptual05.pdf

In addition, each student is expected to read a seminal and relevant book/paper in his or her MA discipline. The choice has to be approved by the Course Director. (50 p.)

Selected articles (50 p.)

**Recommendation**

A very good series of videos presenting the main Western philosophers and their views on human nature and society, originally shown on BBC:

http://www.openculture.com/2012/05/bryan_magees_in-depth_uncut_tv_conversations_with_famous Philosophers_1978-87.html